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Fukui, Japan is one of the three largest production regions 
for optical frames in the world, along with Italy and China.  
97% of Japanese-made optical frames are manufactured in 
Fukui.  Masunaga Optical premiered the production of 
eyeglasses in Fukui in 1905. 

History

The company founder Gozaemon Masunaga
brought in skilled craftsmen from Osaka
and Tokyo with the ambition of setting
the optical industry solidly in place in Fukui.



The company’s mission statement

The company’s mission statement since the 
establishment is; 

“We manufacture excellent eyeglasses. We 
want to make a profit if we can, but we don’t 
hesitate to take a loss. It is always in our 
thoughts to manufacture excellent 
eyeglasses.” 

These words are still the basis of the conduct 
code of employees even more than 100 years 
after its establishment.



Emperor visits MASUNAGA and 
Presented with 3 Glasses in 1933.

1957 Visit by Prince Takamatsu

1963 Visit by former Prime Minister 

1968 Visit by the Present Emperor
And Princess

1999 Visit by Prince Akisino



Movie :Masunaga Factory



Craftmanship
There are 200 manual process involved in making a single 
MASUNAGA Frame.
MASUNAGA is the Only Company in Japan that has a factory in 
charge of all processes from raw material to production and 
finish in an integrated way.
The integrated production system improves the detail and 
quality. Technologies developed over 100years are accumulated 
here.



Craftmanship

Before barrel polishing process, MASUNAGA craftsman 
hand file the backside of the frame front or the temple 
edges. This hand shaping process is one of the key steps 
to provide the best comfort.

All process is making one by one
by Hand made. 
This is the MASUNAGA Quality.



Collections

MASUNAGA 
since 1905

光輝

(Plastic line)

GMS

(Combination)

Metal Line

(New Line)

Kenzo Takada

(Collaboration)

Kazuo Kawasaki

(Smart & High technology)







New Concept of Metal Collection





One of Japan’s most 
celebrated fashion designers, 
Kenzo Takada collaborates 
with MASUNAGA.
MASUNAGA designed by 
Kenzo Takada sunglasses and 
optical frames combine 
vintage inspired elements 
with fashion forward 
contemporary design.



Smart& High Technology



Celebrities

Many Celebrities wearing MASUNAGA in formal/ personal  in the world…



Movie: Photo Shooting in Los Angeles



Images



MASUNAGA Direct Shops

Tokyo Aoyama

2K540  Room

Asagaya Room

Nagoya Lachic

Nara Gakuenmae



World Wide Network

Malaysia

Hong Kong

China

Australia

United StatesFrance

Swiss

Italy

Japan

Indonesia

Singapore

Philippine Canada

Thailand

Spain

Germany

Taiwan R.O.CSweden

England

Korea
Etc.



Awards

2001 Kazuo Kawsaki

2013 GMS Bambo+Titan+K18

2014 Kenzo Takada

2015 GMS 







End


